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Effective bounds in E. Hopf rigidity for billiards
and geodesic flows

Misha Bialy*

Abstract. In this paper we show that in some cases the E. Hopf rigidity phenomenon allows

quantitative interpretation. More precisely, we estimate from above the measure of the set A4

swept by minimal orbits. These estimates are sharp, i.e. if A4 occupies the whole phase space
we recover the E. Hopf rigidity. We give these estimates in two cases: the first is the case of
convex billiards in the plane, sphere or hyperbolic plane. The second is the case of conformally
flat Riemannian metrics on a torus. It seems to be a challenging question to understand such a

quantitative bound for Burago-Ivanov theorem.
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1. Introduction and the result

In this paper we estimate from above the measure of the set A4 in the phase space
which is occupied by minimal orbits of a Hamiltonian system. These bounds are of
obvious importance for dynamics because all "rotational" invariant torii, as well as

Aubry-Mather sets, are filled by minimal orbits.
These estimates provide the quantitative refinement of the E. Hopf rigidity. We

prove these bounds for two Hamiltonian systems. The first system is a symplectic
map of the cylinder corresponding to the billiard ball motion inside a convex curve
y lying on a surface E of constant curvature 0, ± 1. The second system is a geodesic
flow on a torus with conformally flat Riemannian metric.

Nowadays there are many cases and approaches where E. Hopf rigidity
phenomenon is established. It is an important problem to understand which ones can
be made quantitative. In particular, it seems to be a challenging question whether
it is possible to give a quantitative version for the Burago-Ivanov proof [5] of the
E. Hopf conjecture.

Throughout the paper we denote by Q, the phase space of the Hamiltonian system
in question. For the billiard in a convex domain bounded by closed curve y, the phase

* Partially supported by 1SF grant 128/10
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space £2 is a cylinder £2 y x (— 1, 1) equipped with the standard symplectic form
dx A d(cosip) giving the invaiiant measure du sinipdxdip Here and later the

billiard map will be denoted by T, x will denote arclength parameter on y, and ip

is an inward angle As for geodesic flow on the torus, the phase space £2 is a unit
tangent bundle £2 74 T" equipped with the Liouville measure

We will use the following definition in this paper.

Definition 1.1. A geodesic will be called in-geodesic if it has no conjugate points
A billiard configuration {xn \ will be called m-configuration if the second variation is

negative definite between any two end points The corresponding orbits in the phase

space will be called m-orbits.

Here follow a couple of remarks explaining the definition By Morse theory, tor
a geodesic to be without conjugate points is equivalent to having second variation

positive definite between any two points For billiards, any discrete Jacobi field along

every m-configuration vanishes not more than once and moreover changes sign not

more than once (see [1] and [8])
We shall denote by A4 c £2 the invariant subset of the phase space consisting of

all /«-orbits It then follows that A4 is a closed set (see [13] for the discrete case)

We shall introduce the following notation tor the portion of the phase space

occupied by the set

where /x(£2) is the total measure of the phase space Notice that the total measure

equals 2 P for the case of billiards (here and later P denotes the length of the

boundary curve y and A the area bounded by y) and equals con-i Volg(T") for a

Riemannian metric g on the torus (here and below (x>n-\ is the volume of the standard

unit sphere S"_I C R") So by the definition, S [0, 1] is dimensionless constant
and the case 8 0 is the case when all the orbits are in-orbits, which corresponds to
the rigidity case. The purpose of this paper is to estimate 8 from below.

We hrst formulate the bounds for the case of billiards

Theorem 1.2. Let y be a simple closed stricth convex curve on £ Denote by

kmin<kmax die minimum and the maximum of the geodesic curvature function k
The following estimates hold tme

I For the Euclidean plane, £ R2

A £2 \ A4, 8 /x( A)//r(£2).

jt(P2 — ArtA) 7t{P2 — AttA)
8 > > ——^

4P(P + V4^A) 8 P2
(1 1)

and til so

(P2 — 4nA)kmm
o > (1 2)
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2. For the Hemisphere, X S2, for a curve y lying entirely in the hemisphere:

3. For the Hyperbolic plane, X H2, provided the boundary curve y is convex with

respect to horocycles, that is kmm > 1 /

The following remarks are in order.

Remark 1.3. Notice that the numerators of the bounds of the theorem contain the

isoperimetric defect and therefore 5 0 implies the curve y is a circle on X.

Moreover, it follows from Bonnesen type inequalities (see [4]) that for small 8 the

curve is close to a circle in the sense of Hausdorff distance.
1 would also like to mention a somewhat related result of [9] where a quantitative

version of a theorem by Mather is given estimating the area free from caustics inside
the domain bounded by y.

Remark 1.4. The estimate (1.1) uses the method of |1J where the Hopf rigidity
for billiards was found. The bounds (1.2),(1.3),(1.4) on 8 are obtained using the so

called Mirror equation. The proof of E. Hopf rigidity for plane billiards using Mirror
equation was obtained in [14] and later in [2] for the Sphere and Hyperbolic plane.

Strangely the estimates (1.1) and (1.2) are incomparable, for some curves (1.1) is

better and for others (1.2) is better. Let us mention that it remains unclear how to

push the approach of [ 1 ] to work for Sphere and Hyperbolic plane.

Remark 1.5. Let me point out that in (1.4) for the H2 we need an extra assumption
on y to have Amm > 1. For the case of rigidity when all the orbits are /»-orbits this

assumption is redundant as it is proven in [2]. However, in the general case it is not
clear how to get rid of it.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in Sections 2, 3.

Let me state now the result for geodesic flow. We consider Riemannian metric on
the torus T" R"/r of the form g — /go where go is standard Euclidean metric
on R" and / > 0 is a conformal factor. Hopf rigidity in this case was proven in

[12] (and later in [6] by another method) generalizing the original proof of E. Hopf
[11] and L. Green [10]. Our purpose is to make their approach quantitative and to
estimate the Liouville measure 8 from below. To do this one needs a refinement of
the original Hopf method, because a straightforward application of the method does

not lead to any estimate on 8 (it is especially clear for the case n 2). For the proof
below, some of the earlier ideas of [3] on rigidity of Newton equations are used.

We shall split the result into two cases, n 2 and n > 2.

n P2 + A2 — AnA
(1.3)

n P2 - A2 -AttA
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Theorem 1.6.

1. For n 2, let \[r : R+ —> R+ be any positive smooth function. Denote by

*V(f) f) (j — Then the following estimate holds true:

s >
n h2 ^{f)\gradgQf\2g0 d VoIg„

~ 4\\K\\coH(f)\\coVol(Tfg)
•

where K is the curvature of the metric g.

2. For n > 2, for any positive function f : R+ R+ introduce

nf) W) /^V(/) (j - jjjj) + (" - 2)f'i~^{f
Then the following estimate holds

s >
(n - l)to„_i fT„ V(f)\gradgoflj0 dVolgo

4n\\Ric\\co\\\j/(f)\\coVol(Tn.g)
where Ric stands for the Ricci tensor of g.

Obviously this statement makes sense only if 4> is positive function. It turns out
to be positive for many choices of f.
Corollary 1.7. For the particular choice of f(f) fa we have:

1. For n 2 andfor every a in the range 0 < a < 4 it follows
4>(f) a(4 — a) fa~2 and thus

na(4 — a) Jt2 ftt~2(f^ + f22 )dxx dx2

- 4\\K\\co\\frc0f fdXldx2

2. For n > 2 and for every a in the range where (n — 2) + a (4 — a) >0
itfollows

4>(/) ((« - 2) + «(4 - ct))f'i-2+a.
and thus

^ J" fv, f'i-3+a\gradgof\2 dVolgu
<$ > ((n - 2) + a(4 - a)) ———— —

4n || Ri c ||co || fa ||co Vol(T". g)

Example 1.8. For n — 2 and a 2 one has

s >
n Ix2(fI + f22)dxxdx2

~ II K\\co ||/1|20 f fdxi dx2

As for n > 2 and a 2 one has:

8 >
(" + 2)(/t ~ l)a>„-i fT„ f'i-x\gradg{)f\2g^ dVoIgo

~ An || R i c || cn || /\\2coVol (T", g)
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Remark 1.9. For both cases n 2 and n > 2 and for a > 2 one gets the strongest
estimate in the Corollary for a 2, because then the value of a(4 — a) becomes

maximal. Analogously, for the case n > 2 the estimate of the Corollary for a < 0

is best possible for a 0. Thus the meaningful range for a in the Corollary is

a e (0.2], for n 2 and a <E [0.2] for n > 2. Apart from these remarks, the

estimates for different values of a seem to be incomparable. Let me also point out
that unlike the case n 2, for n > 2 the choice a 0 is allowed, and corresponds
to the inequality considered by A. Knauf.

Proofs of Theorem 1.6 are given in Sections 4, 5.

Acknowledgements. It is with great pleasure I wish to thank Semyon Alesker,
Maxim Arnold, Victor Bangert and Wilderich Tuschmann for valuable discussions.

2. Estimates for planar billiards.

It follows from [1] that along any m-configuration one can construct a positive
discrete Jacobi field and then by using this held is able to dehne a bounded
measurable function cu : A4 -» R. satisfying the inequality:

cu(y.f )-o)(x.<p) > Lu(x,y) + 2Lx2{x,y) + L22(x,y). (2.1)

Both here and below T : (.v. cosip) i->- (y, cos ^r); L denotes the distance between

y(x) and y(y); .v is an arclength parameter on y and subindexes of L stand for
partial derivatives with respect to x, y respectively.

Integrating against the invariant measure [i inequality (2.1) over the set A4 of all
m-orbits. We get:

0 > f (Ln(x,y)+ 2L12(x,y) + L22(x.y))ci/ii.
JM

After computation this leads to the inequality:

f (sin w + sin i/A2 f/ dji < / (k(x) sin ip + k(y) sin i/A d/i. (2.2)
Jm L JM

The LHS of (2.2) can be estimated from below by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and
Santalo formulas:

LHS >
(fM(sin<p + sin f)dß)2

>
(2 JM sin <p dy.)2

_
(2 fM sin y r//x)2

IM LdI1 ~ Jn. LdI1 2jtA

The RHS of (2.2) can be estimated:

RHS 21 k(x) sin tp du < 2 / k(x) sin cp d)i 2jr2.
Jm JU
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Therefore (2 2) gives the following

2fMsm<pdp
~J2nA

Therefore

2

y/lix2

I sin<p d[i < tt^4ttA
JmIM

Estimating the left hand side of the last inequality we get

ttP — 4SP <2 / sin (p dfj. — 2 I sin (pd/x 21 sin (p dfx < tt\J4ttA
Ja Ja Jm

Thus
s/4nA 4

> 1 Ö.
P ~~

71

so that
7t \j4nA
4 \ P

Then

< S.

TT P2 — 4 TT A \ ^
7T I P2 — 47T A \ <

4 V P(2P) J 4 \p(p + V4^4)/
This proves (1.1)

In order to prove (1 2) we use another measurable function defined on the subset

filled by w-orbits
a M - R, 0 < a{ x, tp) < L(\,(p),

which is related in fact to the function co discussed in the proof of (1 1 )(see 12]) This
function satisfies the Mirror equation for any point (v, <p) G A4

• 1 2A(v)
+ TTTtTTT ^ 77 ~^ (2 3)

a(x,cp)
' L(T~l(x, cp)) — a(T~i (x, <p)) sin tp

Then it follows

a{x,<p) + (L(T_1 (v, cp)) — a(T~x (v. tp)) sin tp

2 ~ k(x)

Integrate this inequality against the invariant measure dpi over the set A4 We have

If f sirupf Ldpi > f
Jm JM,2 Jm Jm k(x)

The LHS of (2 4) can be estimated using Santalo formula

TT A - f Ldß > - f Ldjx

(2 4)
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And for the RHS using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have:

145

f sm<p f sinip f sin (p n f
Jm k(x) A2 Hx) A k(x) 2 J0

sine? n fp 1 2SP n P2 28P' dx- >
k(x) 2 Jq k(x) ^min 2. In kmm

Therefore (2.4) yields:
P2 28P

nA >
4 if^ ^min

which is equivalent to (1.2). This completes the proof of (1.2).

3. Billiard on the Sphere and the Hyperbolic plane

The Mirror equation for billiards on Hemisphere and Hyperbolic plane is obtained
in [2]. For the Hemisphere, there exists a measurable function

a : M ->• R. 0 < a(x, <p) < L(x, <p)

such that for any point („r, y) e A4 the following holds:

cot (a(x, (p)) + cot (L(T~\x,(p)) - a(T~x (x, q>))) (3 j)
sin (p

This implies:

a{x,<p) + L{T~l(x,(p))-a{T~x{x,(p)) k(x)
cot <

2 sinip

Equivalently

a(x.<p) + L(T~l{x,(p)) - a(T~l (.v, <p))
> arctan

/ simpX

\k(x))-2

Integrating over M with respect to the invariant measure dpi sin q> dxdq> we get:

I L dfi > 2 I arctan dji. (3.2)
Jm Jm \k(x) J

For the LHS of (3.2) we have:

/ L dji < \ L dji 2nA.
J J £"2
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As for the RHS of (3.2), we compute and use the Gauss-Bonnet formula to get:

f sin (p \
2 / arctan du

Jm \k(x)J
f /sinw\ C /sinip\

2 I arctan du — 2 / arctan du
Jq \k(x)J Ja \k(x)J
fP,f7T /sin (p\ 1 \>21 dx I arctan sin <p d(p — 4PS arctan" Jo Jo \k{x)J * * \kmmJ

2jx f (yjk2(x) + 1 — k(x))dx — 4P8 arctan —JJ0 V ^min /

27t f yjk2(x) + 1 dx — 2n(2i: — A) — 4P8 arctan f - ^
J0 V^-min /

Substitute now the estimates back into (3.2):

rp 2 P8 / 1 \I yJk^ixY+ldx <2n 4 arctan I -— ]
Jo H V ^min /

And then the following two inequalities follow. The first one:

L
p 2P8 / 1

(\Jk2{x) + 1 — 1 )dx <2n — P 4 — arctan
o n

And the second:

rPrP 2 P8 / 1 \I (y/k2(x) + 1 + 1 )dx < 2jt + P 4 arctan I -— I

J0 H V ^min /
Multiplying the two and using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we get:

(2ir — A)2 k(x)dx j < ^27r + arctan - P2.

Therefore
rr 2P$ Myj P2 + (27T — A)2 < 2jt 4 arctan I

H V ^min /
And thus

p2~^A + A2
v/P2 + (27r_/4)2_27r

sjP2 + (27T — A)2 + 2JT

2P8 1

< arctan I —
7r V km.

This is exactly (1.3), so the proof for the Hemisphere is finished.
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For the Hyperbolic plane the proof is similar. Let us sketch the main steps.
Let's first recall that for the Hyperbolic case we need an additional requirement
k(x) > kmm > 1. In particular this implies

P < kmmP < f k(x)dx 2n + A.
Jo

We start again with a measurable function

a : M -> R, 0 < a(x, <p) < L(x, cp)

such that for any point (jc, ip) e A4 the Mirror equation holds:

2k fx)
coth (a(x, <p)) + coth (L(T~X (ar, q>)) — a(T~x (x, </s))) (3.3)

sinip

This leads to the inequality:

a(x.tp) + L(T~l{x,(p)) - a(T~l(x,(p)) > 2arctanh

Integrating over A4 we get

/ L dfi > 2 / arctanh \
/

^ d/i,
Jm Jm k(x)

which leads to the inequality:

• p
IJZA > 2 f L d/i > TT f (k(x) — \/k2(x) — 1 )dx — 4/35arctanh V

Jm JO \kmm/

This implies using Gauss-Bonnet formula:

• pf r~, 2 PS 1 \/ \Jk2(x) — 1 dx > 2n arctanh I

Jo J* V kmin /
By Cauchy Schwartz inequality we have:

[ y/k2(x) - 1 dx < (k{x)- 1 )dx f
Jo \J0 Jo

p N

(k(.v) + 1 )dx

y/(A + 2n)2- P2.

Thus we get:

(A + 2n)2 — P2 >2n -arctanh
H V ^min /

This completes the proof.
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4. Proof of the estimates for geodesic flows in n 2.

CMH

The original E. Hopf method needs a modification in order to get bounds on the

measure of the set of /«-geodesies. This is accomplished as follows.

First, following E. Hopf, for every geodesic with no conjugate points one

constructs by a limiting procedure, a positive solution of the Jacobi equation and

then a measurable bounded function co : A4 —> R which is smooth along the orbits
of the geodesic flow satisfying the Riccati equation:

(v + co2 + K 0. (4.1)

Here the derivative is taken in the direction of the vector of the geodesic flow in
7jT2, and K is the curvature of the conformal metric g f(dx2 + dx|). Let's
recall that A4 is a closed subset of the phase space S2 7jT2 invariant under the

geodesic flow.

Multiplying both sides of the equation by a positive factor i/r(/)we get:

-oo^-Mf)) + f{f)co2 + f(f)K 0. (4.2)
dt dt

Which leads to

^(f(f)co) - + Jx2x2)M + f(fW + 0. (4.3)

For 7jT2 we have x'i -4=? cos cp,x2 ~jj sin therefore

-^(</A/)w) - f'(f) y-^Lcoscp + sin <p j co + f(f)co2 + f(f)K 0.

(4.4)
Integrating the last equation over the set A4 against the Liouville measure d/x

fdx\dx2dcp and using its invariance under the geodesic flow we get:

— f iJf f
coscp + -^1= sin^> J codjx + f il/co2dfx+f \j/Kdjx 0. (4.5)

J M V v / v / / JM JM
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Denote the first and the last term in equation (4.5) by A and C respectively. Then,
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for A we have:

sin (p)2 djiXL \j/co2dß

i
~ ~ cos ^ + sin ^)2 ^

=- (* L +(/M i"»2A2

The third term C can be written as follows:

C I \j/Kdii — I xj/KdpL
Jn ja

> f isKdtJ.-\\\l/(f)\\cJK\\c0ß(h)
JSi

— 2tt f f(J)Kfdxxdx2 - HVr(/)||coll^llc„ - Ä V°l(T2,g).
JT2

Substituting the explicit expression for K —AfeZI and integrating by parts we
get:

C>n [ + j22)dxxdx2 - \\t(f)\\CJK\\Q)8 • Vol(T2,g).
J T2 /

Using the estimates of the terms A and C in the equation (4.5) we have:

~ (*I + f^dx>dx2) 'X + X2

+ JlL ^ + f^)dx'dX2 - IW/)llcol|K|lc„ • & ' Vol{T2. g) < 0.

(4.6)

Where we denoted X by

X x/j(o2dii
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Next, notice that (4.6) is a quadratic inequality in X and therefore the discriminant

must be non-negative:

71 f + fx2)dx\dx2 -An f —'P-U.+ fx2)dxxdx2
JT2 W JT2 /

+ M\f(f)\\cJK\\c»-S-Vo!(T2,g)>0.

And this leads to precisely the inequality which is claimed. This completes the proof
for n 2.

5. Proof of the estimates for geodesic flows in n > 2.

In this case we modify the approach of L. Green and A. Knauf in a way similar
to what we did for the case n 2. We start with a measurable bounded function
(see [ 10J or [7] for the construction) co : A4 —>• R which satisfies the differential

inequality:

d a)2
—a) 4 h R < 0,
dt n - 1

where the derivative is along the geodesic flow and R is a function

R : £2 —» R, R(v) Ric(v, v).

Multiplying both sides of the inequality by a positive factor f(/)we get:

+ t( f)R < 0. (5.1)
at n - 1

Integrating against the invariant measure d\x — f'idxdo over the set A4 c £2

(where dx, do are the standard measures on Euclidean space and on the unit sphere)

we get:

— f \j/ {f)fdL>dn + f — dfi + f if/Rdfj.<0. (5.2)
JM Jm n ~ 1 JM
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We can now estimate the first term A and the last term C using the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality as follows:

- - (Jj^r
i j

~{fa < gradg0>2g0 f^dxd°j (fM

I J

=- (^L (L *"2,iix)1

For the last term C we have:

C [ if/Rd/i- f xf/Rd/j. > f xj/Rdfi - ||V(/)||c()II^IIc0M(A)
JQ JA JQ

— I f(f)Scal(g)f'idx-U(f)\\cl)\\R\\ci)-8-Vol(T\g),
n Jjn

where Scal(g) is the Scalar curvature of g. Substituting the explicit expression for
Seal,

Scal(g) (1 -n)f~2Af + -—^~ f~3\\gradgQf\\2giy

and integrating by parts the term with the Laplacian we get:

C >

^J xj/(f)f'i-2Afdx + ^—^-f(f)f^~3\\gradgof\\2gQdx^j

-Wf(f)\\cJR\\c0-S-Vol(T",g)

^ ,(1—>1}4 6V(/)/^~3j \\gradgof\\l0dx

-\\ir(f)\\cJR\\c0-8-Vol(Tn.g)=:C.
Substituting into (5.2) the estimates on A,C and using the notation X

(Jm i'ifWd^i)2 we get the quadratic inequality:

' (*r L +^\x2 + 6s0-
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Therefore the discriminant of this quadratic polynomial must be non-negative, which
leads to

f ^T~^Sradgof\\2 f"_1dx —C > 0
n Jrn i/f Sü n — 1

Then

-^Wt(f )\\cJR\\c0 S Vol(Tn,g)
n — 1

>_^2-L f _4(f(f)fi-2)' + (n_6)fif)f»-3\
n Ji"\ f

\\gradgof\\2g^dx

By the definition of g>(f) this is equivalent to

^-x\\f(f)\\cJR\\c0-8-Vol(T\g) >^-f *(f)llgradgofll2godx

This proves the claim for n > 2
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